Let \X , t S 0| be a real stochastic process with stationary independent increments. For x >0, define the exit time T from the interval (-oo; xi by T = inf\t >0: X > x\. A reasonably complete solu-X t Q tion is given to the problem of deciding precisely when P \Xf = x\ > 0 and precisely when P \Xj-= x\ = 0. The solution is given in terms of parameters appearing in the Levy formula for the characteristic function of X . A few applications of this result are discussed.
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1. Introduction. Let X = \X t > 0| be a real valued stochastic process with stationary independent increments. Then E e = exp |/t/z(zz)|, where The following is a simple but amusing application of some of these ideas.
For x > 0, define T_x = inf 1/ > 0: Xf < -x\. (ii) P°|Tx < oo| = P°|T_x < ooj = 1 for all x > 0;
(iii) P°|XT = x| = P°|X_ =-x|= 0 for all x > 0.
' X ' -X // x / 0, then starting from 0, X jumps across the point x infinitely often before hitting it.
The proof, of course, is a simple application of the strong Markov property.
Symmetric processes that hit points and the stable processes of index 2 > a > 1 (with v\i-oot 0)| > 0, i/j(0, oo)j > 0) satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem.
The main problem of this paper is a special case of a much more general problem that may be formulated as follows. Let X be a process with stationary independent increments with values in R". Let ß be a closed set in R" which is a positive distance from 0. Let T = inf iz: > 0: X £ B\. The problem is then to determine when (1.9) P°\XT £dB, TR <oc¡ = 0. We can now settle case (b) of (1.7). regular for (0, oo) means P |Tn > 0| = 0). However, using the Ito construction of X and X1 , one sees that the paths of X agree with those of X in an initial time interval and so for all sufficiently small x (how small depends on <u) the paths of X and X will agree up to time T .
The following formula for P|X_ > xj will be used several times. P\XT >x!= f1 E ( x I, AX )dsvidy).
so that (3.7) ¡BL>dy-foIBiXs)ds.
This result is due to Blumenthal and Getoor ( [2] ; see also [9] ).
The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition that P|XT = x| > 0 for all x > 0, assuming X has local times. <nk8-1EL°H -0, y using the first part of the proof. This completes the proof since the implication of the second sentence of the corollary is well known. I do not know whether the hypothesis of the corollary can be removed.
We will now apply the criterion of Theorem 3-2 to several cases of particular interest. Let us first consider the case when X has a Gaussian component.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a process with stationary independent increments having a2 > 0. T¿erz PJX_ = x! > 0 for all x > 0. ' x Proof. Using Corollary 3.5 we will verify that if o2 > 0, then EL < y const y for all sufficiently small y. The conclusion will then follow from Theo- 
